The geometry of magnetic flux penetration in a high temperature superconductor at a buried interface was imaged using element-specific x-ray excited luminescence. We performed low temperature observation of the flux penetration in YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7-d (YBCO) at a buried interface by imaging of the perpendicular magnetization component in square Permalloy (Py) mesostructures patterned superjacent to a YBCO film. Element specific imaging below the critical temperature of YBCO reveals a cross-like geometry of the perpendicular magnetization component which is decorated by regions of alternating out-of-plane magnetization at the edges of the patterned Py structures. The cross structure can be attributed to the geometry of flux penetration originating from the superconductor and is reproduced using micromagnetic simulations. Our experimental method opens up possibilities for the investigation of flux penetration in superconductors at the nanoscale. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi
While high temperature superconductors have been extensively studied for over 30 years, 1 they continue to be a vivid research topic due to their numerous potential applications and complex physics. In this context, flux penetration in the presence of a magnetic field is a subject of intense investigation. Fundamental research in this area is driven by the study of vortex-vortex interactions, vortex propagation, or melting and pinning of a vortex lattice. Concurrently, industrial applications primarily use flux pinning as a means to generate high current densities. 2 A multitude of techniques have been utilized for the real space observation of flux penetration in superconductors. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] While techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy have high spatial resolution, 8 they are limited in the scanning area. Conversely, imaging techniques based on the Faraday effect provide wavelength-limited resolution for large imaging areas. Recently, low temperature imaging of superconducting flux distribution with sub-50 nm spatial resolution over large areas (>1 mm) has been demonstrated using several element specific x-ray techniques with surface sensitive detection techniques. [9] [10] [11] [12] However, such techniques are challenging due to difficulties in accessing the information from buried interfaces at temperatures below the superconducting critical temperature (T C ). Measurements of the superconducting flux geometry often utilize a magnetic "control layer"
9 deposited on top of a superconductor, where the respective magnetization state reflects the geometry of the flux. This indirect method is excellent for the detection of the micro-and nano-scale distribution of superconducting vortices where high resolution imaging is a prerequisite for their correct identification and interpretation. While a general understanding of flux penetration has been achieved, some of its microscopic details (e.g., vortex cutting and reconnection 13 and the role of defects in vortex creation 14 ) still require further investigation. Additionally, while most reported experiments focus on the flux pattern, the detailed structure of the magnetization in the magnetic layer at the nanoscale remains unexplored. High precision imaging generates prospects of the discovery of interesting magnetization states in patterned nanostructures, resulting in exciting potential applications and emergent effects arising from the combination of magnetism and superconductivity. We present element specific measurements of the out-of-plane component of the magnetization in patterned Py (Ni 80 Fe 20 ) mesostructures deposited on the high-temperature superconductor, YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7-d (YBCO), below T C . We identify the main features of the observed magnetic state, which we attribute to the imprint of trapped magnetic flux in the subjacent superconductor.
For low temperature element-specific imaging of the magnetization state of the Py structures, we have used an xray-excited optical luminescence (XEOL) technique and a scanning transmission x-ray microscopy setup at the PolLux beamline, Swiss Light Source. 15 In XEOL detection, the absorption of light by the sample is proportional to the intensity of the emitted luminescent signal from a substrate. This technique provides a thickness averaged signal and can be applied to investigate buried interfaces of films and multilayers. [16] [17] [18] The schematic of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 1(a) . The incident x-ray beam is focused using a Fresnel zone plate (FZP) down to a 25 nm diameter spot. To guarantee that only the first order focus of the FZP illuminates the sample, an order selecting aperture (OSA), consisting of a 50 lm diameter pinhole, is positioned in front of the FZP. The sample plane is perpendicular to the incident beam, and the luminescent signal is recorded using a photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu R1463P). The sample environment and the cooling setup [ Fig. 1(b) ] consist of a liquid N 2 constant flow cryostat. The temperature of the sample is monitored using two thermometers: one located close to the copper cooling element (T 1 ) and the other below the sample (T 2 ). During the imaging, we continuously record the resistance of the YBCO so as to ensure that the sample remains in the superconducting state throughout the measurements.
The sample is schematically presented in Fig. 2 (a) and consists of MgO (100) (substrate)/YBCO (150 nm)/Al (1.0 nm)/Py (25 nm)/AlN (100 nm)/Cu stripline (80 nm). YBCO was grown using pulsed laser deposition via a pulsed excimer laser (k ¼ 248 nm and pulse width ¼ 20 ns) at a fixed target to a substrate distance of 4 cm and a laser fluence of F ¼ 2J/cm 2 at a constant substrate temperature of 990 K in an O 2 partial pressure of p O 2 ¼ 400 mTorr. After the deposition, the sample was annealed at 990 K in p O 2 ¼ 300 Torr for 90 min. The Al/Py/AlN stack was deposited on top of YBCO using evaporation (Al, Py) and sputtering (AlN). Thicknesses were calibrated using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Py squares with side lengths varying from 2 lmt o6lm were fabricated on the same sample using electron-beam lithography followed by liftoff. Prior to x-ray imaging, the sample morphology was characterized using AFM and SEM. The electrical properties of the sample were measured using a Quantum Design physical property measurement system (PPMS), while magnetic properties were measured using a magneto-optical Kerr effect (nanoMOKE3) setup and a Quantum Design superconducting quantum interference device-vibrating sample magnetometer (SQUID-VSM, MPMS3).
The room temperature nanoMOKE hysteresis loop [ Fig.  2(b) ] of the squares indicates the absence of the expected Landau domain pattern 19 for which remanent magnetization of the flux closure state is zero at zero applied field. 20 Instead, the hysteresis loop exhibits nearly full remanent magnetization after saturation with a field of the order of l 0 H % 15 mT and a more complex domain-mediated magnetization reversal process. 21 The lack of a Landau pattern is most likely due to significant roughness of the underlying YBCO film (d RMS % 21 nm), which prevents the magnetization in Py from relaxing into the expected, lowest energy state. The T C of the YBCO thin film was measured via four point probe resistance and volume-averaged magnetization measurements as a function of temperature [ Fig. 2(c) Py squares, respectively, are shown. The experimental results shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) are taken from the 6 lm square indicated with the red frame in Fig. 3(b) . Here, we identify the low temperature magnetization state using the xray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) effect. 23 This method yields a signal intensity which is proportional to the spin dependent density of states at the Fermi level and consequently to the effective spin polarization of the studied material at a particular x-ray absorption edge. The XMCD ratio (I XMCD ) is calculated using the difference between the normalized intensities of right (I c þ ) and left (I c À ) handed circularly polarized light [I XMCD ¼ðI c þ À I c À Þ=ðI c þ þ I c À Þ]. Our experimental setup provides sensitivity to the out-of-plane magnetization component with the measurements taken at the Ni L 3 edge (852.7 eV). All of the images were recorded below T C of the YBCO film. Before imaging, the sample was briefly subjected to an out-of-plane magnetic field from the Cu stripline, in order to induce the vortex state in the YBCO, while subsequent measurements were taken at an external magnetic field of a few mT. Visible in the XMCD image [ Fig. 4(a) ] is a dark "cross" pattern formed by narrow regions with pronounced out-of-plane magnetization within the brighter Py square. We note that the outline of the cross roughly overlaps with the diagonals of the square although, due to pinning, it is not perfectly centered, as illustrated in the schematic drawing in Fig. 4(b) . Each diagonal is terminated by regions of alternating out-of-plane contrast, leading to local dark and bright spots. The bottom edge of the square is "decorated" by an irregular pattern of white spots with an average diameter of d dot %ð550 6 70Þ nm. In order to demonstrate that the contrast seen in the XMCD signal is not due to film morphology, we show the addition ðI c þ þ I c À Þ in Fig.  4(c) , which exhibits no "cross" pattern or alternating bright and dark regions outside of the Py structure.
Typically, the magnetization in mesoscopic Py square structures forms a flux-closure or Landau state, 19 characterized by four domains with orthogonal magnetization. These domains are separated by N eel walls that form a similar cross pattern. However, the existence of a Landau state is unlikely since the magnetization measurements [ Fig. 2(b) ] indicate a multi-domain magnetization state of the Py elements at room temperature.
Therefore, the observation of a cross-shaped magnetization component below the T C of a ferromagnet superjacent to a superconductor can be reasonably attributed to the distribution of the magnetic flux in the superconductor. [24] [25] [26] It has been shown that the geometry of the trapped flux and the distribution of a supercurrent depend on the geometry of a superconducting sample. For a square-shaped sample, the current runs parallel to the sides of the square and exhibits sharp folds along the diagonals called "discontinuity lines." This is associated with the spatial distribution of electric and magnetic fields which is imprinted onto the magnetization profile of the superjacent magnetically soft mesostructure 24 [ Fig. 4(a) ]. The terminating out-of-plane magnetized regions [white and dark spots around the edges of the square in Fig.  4(a) ] most likely correspond to localized flux patches and have, thus far, not been experimentally observed nor mathematically described within available flux penetration theory. This is because in most experimental and theoretical cases the boundaries of superconducting and ferromagnetic films coincide, 12 therefore offering no way of quantifying edge effects in finite sized magnets.
To understand the effect of the highly inhomogeneous magnetic field of the superconductor on the Py sample, we have performed fully three-dimensional micromagnetic simulations based on a hybrid finite-element/boundary-element method. 27 The Py structure was discretized using a tetrahedral mesh with an average edge length of 5 nm. The material parameters for Permalloy were saturation polarization
, and no crystalline anisotropy, K ¼ 0J m
À3
. To reduce computing time, the simulated sample was reduced in dimensions, with a side length of 500 nm, while keeping the 25 nm thickness as in the experiment. The out-of-plane field [represented in Fig. 4(e) ], H z , generated by the supercurrent circulating in the superconductor is described by 24 
H z
where P ¼½ða À x 2 þðb À yÞ 2 Þ 1=2 ; Q ¼½x 2 þðb À a À yÞ 2 1=2 ; J c ¼ 4 Â 10 11 A=m 2 is the critical current density, and a and b are the side lengths of the sample. H a is a small (ca. 10mT) constant offset field.
The effect of the field in Eq. (1) on the out-of-plane component of the magnetic state, m z , is shown in Fig. 4(d) , where m z ¼ M z /M s . The simulations reproduce the experimentally observed cross shape, where the cross is symmetric about the center of the Py square in the absence of pinning. Interestingly, the simulations also show that the cross structure is present irrespective of the initial in-plane magnetic configuration and does not lead to the formation of a Landau magnetic state in the Py square. In fact, we find that the observed pattern only locally modifies the magnetic structure, around the region of the cross, leaving the initial pattern mostly unchanged. While the simulations do not reproduce the experimentally observed peripheral regions with alternating out-of-plane magnetization, we believe that these are due to a combination of the localization of supercurrent in the region below the Py square (given that the magnetic square is patterned on top of an extended superconductor) and pinning sites caused by the overall roughness of the film. Therefore, we expect enhanced pinning of the supercurrent, in particular at the edges of the patterned square. The alternating contrast (and hence the m z component) at the edges is consistent with flux closure.
In conclusion, using scanning transmission x-ray microscopy, we have imaged the low temperature out-ofplane magnetization component of a mesoscopic Py square superjacent to a superconducting YBCO thin film at a buried interface. The observed cross-shaped magnetization pattern is attributed to the geometry of the magnetic flux penetration in YBCO and is qualitatively confirmed with micromagnetic simulations. We also observed small out-of-plane magnetized regions surrounding the Py square, which are attributed to the complex magnetic stray field surrounding the Py square. The physics behind the observed magnetization states at superconducting-ferromagnetic interfaces has potentially significant implications for the understanding of the mixed state in superconductors and for the manipulation of the spin structure in coupled ferromagnetic and superconductor heterostructures.
